Abstract. Let A" be a compact metric space. A homeomorphism /: K <^> is expansive if there exists e > 0 such that if x,y e K satisfy d(f(x),f(y)) < e for all n e Z (where d(-, •) denotes the metric on K) then x = y. We prove that a compact metric space that admits an expansive homeomorphism is finite dimensional and that every minimal set of an expansive homeomorphism is O-dimensional.
defined by tt(0) = n ÍS/""(*.)-Moreover if o: 2(/, <&)<-> is the shift homeomorphism we have fir = ira.
Corollary.
If A c K is a minimal set for f then it ~ '(A) contains a minimal set A0 that is mapped homeomorphically onto A by tt.
To prove the Corollary take a covering of A by disjoint open sets in A, % = ( Vx, . . ., V¡) with diameters so small that there exists a function <jp:
% -* % with the property <p(Vj) D V¡ for all /'. Consider the subshift 2, = 2(//A, %) associated to//A and %■ and the maps w: 2!-»A defined by ñ(9) = D î~/~"(0") and y: 2j -+ 2(/ %) defined by <p(0) = <p ° 0. Now w is a homeomorphism because the sets in % are disjoint and we have wtp = ñ, a<p = <po, where o also denotes the shift homeomorphism of 2,. Since ë is a homeomorphism then a: 2, «^ is a minimal homeomorphism (because fir = ■ño). Hence <p(2,) is a minimal set for a: 2(/, %) +^ and wtp(2,) = #2, = AF inally w/<p(2,) is one-to-one because ir(p(0) = mp(Q') implies ë(0) = ñ(0') and then 0 = 6'.
1. The dimension of minimal sets. Let K be a compact metric space, with metric d(-, •) and/: i^an expansive homeomorphism with expansivity constant c > 0. In this section we shall assume that dim K > 0 and we shall prove that/cannot be a minimal homeomorphism.
If e > 0 and x E K, let W7(x), W"(x) be the local stable and unstable sets defined by:
JFe"(x) = {y E K\d(f-"(x),f-n(y)) < e, Vn > 0}.
Fix 0 < e < c/2.
The idea of the proof is the following: using the expansiveness we show that for some x E K there exists a compact connected set A«, c W¿(x) with diam(A(,) = c > 0. Then we prove that some power f~m of /expands every compact connected set A with diam(A) = c contained in a local stable set. More precisely diam/_m(A) > 3c. Using this we show that/~'"(A) contains two compact connected sets A', A", contained in local stable sets, with diam(A') = diam(A") = c and satisfying inf{rf(x,y)|x E A', y £ A"} > c/2. This property contradicts the minimality of f" because if we take an open set U with diam(t/) < c/2 then either A¿ or A¿' (where Aq, A¿' are related to Ao as A', A" to A in the previous explanation) does not intersect U. Suppose AÓ n U = 0. Define A, = A¿. Again A', or A¡' does not intersect U. Suppose A' n U = 0 and define A2 = A',. Using this method we find Aq, A,, . . . such that/"m(A/.) d Ay+1 and A, n U = 0. Let x E n ^/""(A,). Then the backwards orbit of x under f" does not intersect U; hence K is not minimal for/m. In order to prove that K is not minimal for/we shall follow the same idea being more careful in the choice of U in order to make possible the construction of the sequence Ay satisfying f~'(A) n U = 0 for all 0 < i < m. The existence of the initial set A,, is proved in Lemma III and the expanding property in Lemma IV.
Lemma I. For all r > 0 there exists N > 0 such that r(w:(x)) c wj(f(x)), f-(w:(x)) c w?(f-»(x))
for all x E K,n> N.
Proof. If the lemma is false we can find sequences x", y" £ K, mn > 0 such that y" £ J*7(x"), lim m" = + oo and d(fm"(xn), f"\yj) > r. Since
< e for all -m, < n. Then if xn -» x, y" -» y when « -» + oo we obtain that d(f(x), f(y)) < e for all n E Z. Moreover a*(x, y) = lim d(fn"(xn), f""(y")) > r thus contradicting the expansivity.
Now define the stable and unstable sets W\x), W"(x) as
By Lemma I we have:
W"(*) = (y E A^Jim^ rf(/-(*X/-"O0) = O}.
Lemma II. ///or some x E K and m > 0 we have f"(Ws(x)) n W"(x) =^= 0 /Ae« .AT contains a periodic point.
Proof. Suppose /""(^(x)) n W(x) ¥= 0. Take y E Ws(x) n /m( J*"(x)). Let z = f~m(y).
Then /m(z) E Ws(x) = IF'(z). Therefore hm"_>QOa,(/"(/m(z)), /"(z)) = 0. Suppose that for some subsequence m" we have that f™"(z) converges to some w £ K. Then
Define 2J(x), 2£(x) as the connected components of x in W*(x) n Bs(x) and ^"(x) n Bs(x) respectively, where Bs(x) = {y/d(y, x) <8). Let Ss(x) = {y/d(y,x)=8}.
Lemma III. There exists e > r > 0 such that if0<8<r there exists a E K such that 25(a) n Ss(a) ¥= 0 or 2£(a) n Ss(a) * 0.
Proof. Let 2r(x) be the connected component of x in Br(x). Since dim K > 0 we can find x E K and r > 0 such that 2r(x) n Sr(x) ¥= 0. If 0 < 8 < r it follows that 2s(x) n Ss(x) ¥= 0. Suppose that for some 0 < 8 < r we have 2g(y) n Ss(y) = 0 for all y. We shall prove that there exists a E K such that 2£(a) n Ss(a) ¥= 0. To find a we shall construct a family of compact connected sets An, n > 0, and a sequence of points x" E A" such that for some sequence of integers mn > 0 they satisfy the following conditions: (i)/-m"(*J = *"+,; (2)/-"HA")dA"+1; (3) A" n Ss(x") ¥= 0;
(4)/"(A") C Be(f(xn)) if 0 < n < mn_x. Once the sets A" are constructed the lemma follows easily taking a = lim x" and defining A as the set of points y E K such that y = hm yn for some sequence yn £ A". Then A is connected and from (4) sup{d(f-J(z),f-J(xn_j))\z E Ä"_" 0 <j <m) < 6.
Let An be the connected component of xn = f~m(xn_j) in Bs(xn) n f~m(Àn_x). Since f~m(An_j) is connected we obtain that A" n Ss(x") ¥= 0 thus proving (3). From (0) follows that A" satisfies (4).
Lemma IV. For all 0 < 8 < e there exists N > 0 such that for all x £ K and y £ Wl(x) with d(y, x) = 8 there exists 0 < n < N satisfying d(rn(y),rn(x)) > e.
Proof. If the lemma were false there would exist sequences x" E K, yn S W°e(xn) such that d(x", yn) = 5 and if j < n, d(f-\xn), f-J(yn)) < e. Then if x" -» x, yn -> y it is easy to check that x ¥=y and d(f(x), f(y)) < e for all n £ Z.
Lemma V. There exists 80 > 0 such that W¿(x) n Bs(x) = W2e(x) n Bs(x)
for all x E K, 0 < 8 < 80.
Proof. If the lemma is false there exist sequences x", yn E K such that d(xn, yn) -» 0, and y" E W2e(xn). Hence for some mn > 0 we must have d(f""(xn), /"^(yj) > e and mn -» + oo. We also have d(f(fm-(x")), /"(/"HvJ)) < 2e for all -mn < m, because yn E W¡e(xn). Then if f""(xn)x and fm"(y") -* y when n -» + oo we conclude that d(x, y) > e and d(f"(x), f"(y)) < 2e for all m E Z thus contradicting the expansivity of/ Now define the constant ë = inf{d(x,y)\d(f~x(x),f~x(y)) > e).
Lemma VI. For all 0 < 8 < min ( 
for all w E f~m(A). Moreover by the definition of e we have diam/~m(A) < ë. Then we can find points a, ß £ f~m(A) such that 5Ä(a), Bs(ß) satisfy (c) (here is used the property 38 < ë). Let Aa, A^ be the connected components of a and ß inf~m(A) n Rs(«),/"m(A) n Bs(ß) respectively. Since/~m(A) is connected, contains a and ß, and a £ Bs(ß), ß £ Bs(a), it follows that Aa, A^ satisfy (b). By (1) a and /? satisfy (a) and Aa c Bs(a) n W^a), Aß <z Bs(ß) n W2e(ß). Hence, by Lemma V, Aa, A^ satisfy (d).
Now we are ready to prove that / cannot be a minimal homeomorphism.
Take 0 < 8 < min(50, ë/3, r) (r given by Lemma III) and define:
where N(8) is as in Lemma VI. Using Lemma II it is easy to see that this number is positive, otherwise we should have sequences xn,yn £ K, n > 0, y« 6 Wl(xn), d(xn,yn) >8,0<j"<i"< N(8) such that d(fHx"), fiyn)) 0 when n -» + oo. We can suppose that x" -» x, yn -»y when n -» + oo and that j" = j, i" = / for all n > 0. Proof. If the property is false there exist sequences xn,yn E K with d(x",y") > p and such that s\ip{d(fi(x), fi(y))\ \j\ < n} < e. Then if x" -> x, y" -*y, we obtain d(x,y) > p and d(f"(x), fn(y)) < £ for all n E Z.
To prove that dim K < oo take a covering {U¡\1 </'</} of K by open sets with diameter < 8, 8 as in Lemma I. We claim that dim(^T) < I2 -1. To prove this for each n > 0 choose 8n > 0 such that d(x,y) < 8n implies d(fi(x), fi(y)) < e for all |/| < n. Let t/» = f"(Uj) n /""(t/) and let £/£* such that d(xr, xr+ j) < 8n for all 0 < r < p -1 and xr E U¡¡¡ for all 0 < r < p. Observe that the sets Ujjk are open and cover K. We have that:
lim (sup diam Uj";k) = 0
"^ + x^k,,j v / because otherwise we could find p > 0 and large values of n, say n > 2N(p), N(p) given by Lemma II, such that in some ÍZ/Jr* there exist x,y with d(x,y) > p. Let x = x0, x" . . ., xp = y a sequence in U"j such that d(xr, xr+x) < 8n for all 0 < r < p. Define Sr = sup{d(f"(xr), fm(x0))\ \m\ < n). By Lemma II Sp > e and by the choice of 8n Sx < e and \Sr+x -Sr\ < £ for 1 < r < p. Take r such that s^ < e if r' < r and Jr > £. Then sr < 2e.
Therefore the points x = x0 and xr satisfy d(f~"(x), f~"(xr)) < 8 because /-"(*), f-"(xj) belong to U" and d(f(x), f"(xr)) < 5 because f(x), f(xr) belong to UJt and e < sr = sup{d(f"(x), /m(xr))| |m| < «} < 2e thus contradicting Lemma I. Then (2) is proved and it remains to show only that for each n, every point of K belongs at most to I2 sets of the covering {t^"'*|l < i
